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For children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD), challenging behaviors occur for many reasons. It is
important for them to have appropriate skills when trying to get, avoid, or cope.
 Observe a behavior to determine where it happens most and least. Perhaps it happens with specific
people, at certain locations, during certain times of the day, or as a result of particular sensory
experiences.
 Consider the child’s perspective when attempting to determine what’s motivating the behavior.
Seeing a challenging behavior from his or her point of view can help to prevent or respond more
effectively.
 Teach appropriate skills when the child is not in then environment where the behavior occurs. For
example, teach walking together, waiting in line, sharing toys, or tolerating transitions at times when
these skills can be practiced without other demands. When the child behaves correctly, it can be
helpful to provide immediate and meaningful reinforcers to encourage appropriate behaviors and
motivate continued learning.
 Visual aids can help the learning process by illustrating and describing appropriate behaviors. These
tools can include social stories, schedules, and videos. Timers are helpful to give the child a sense of
how long he or she will be doing something. A template to create social stories, as well as other
helpful tools, can be found at www.childrens-specialized.org/KohlsAutismAwareness.
 Routine errands such as going shopping can be challenging for children with ASD. At first, it may be
helpful to go for short trips or to get familiar with the environment and social interactions. Many
things can happen during an outing, so try to be as prepared as possible. Bring along toys or
activities that are enjoyable.
 Before you take the child to a new and unfamiliar place, it may be helpful to find out about the
location before you go. By going there first, reviewing the website, or calling the facility, you can ask
about the location from the perspective of the child’s challenges and needs. This information can
help you prepare for potential issues at that location.
 People with ASD may need to take breaks when engaging in activities outside of their routine or
comfort level. Help the child establish a way to let you know they need a break, help, or a place to
go to calm down.
 Although it may be difficult, if challenging behavior occurs, try to remain as calm as possible. Adding
additional tension to the situation may aggravate it even more. Take a deep breath and think about
what will protect the child and those around and what will help calm him or her. Sometimes it may
be finding a safe and quiet location. Going out with other family members or friends can provide
additional support if difficult challenges arise. Having back-up from those who understand what to
do can provide encouragement and assistance as needed.
continued…

 When in public places, people may not understand the behaviors that are related to autism. It may
help to have a card available that can be given to others in raise awareness. Sample cards are
available at www.childrens-specialized.org/autismeducation. Free, downloadable communitybased resources are available at www.makefriendswithautism.com.

Helpful Resources for Challenging Behaviors
 7 Steps to Manage Yourself When Your Child Melts Down
http://www.stressfreekids.com/9771/kids-temper-tantrums-and-meltdowns

 Caregiver-mediated approaches to managing challenging behaviors in children with
autism spectrum disorder (Laura Grofer Klinger, PhD; Whitney Ence, PhD; Allison Meyer, BA)
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3811093/pdf/DialoguesClinNeurosci-15-225.pdf

 Challenging Behavior and Autism Tips
http://autism.lifetips.com//cat/66423/challenging-behaviors-and-autism/index.html

 Challenging Behaviors Toolkit – Autism Speaks Family Services Toolkits
http://www.autismspeaks.org/sites/default/files/challenging_behaviors_tool_kit.pdf

 Five Survival Tips for the Autistic Child's Tantrums
http://momfromplanetx.hubpages.com/hub/Five-Survival-Tips-for-the-Autistic-Childs-Tantrums

 How to Handle the 4 Most Challenging Autism Behaviors
http://www.care.com/special-needs-how-to-handle-the-4-most-challenging-autism-behaviors-p1017q14202645.html

 Introduction to Challenging Behaviors
http://www.autism-help.org/behavior-intro-autism.htm

 No More Meltdowns: Positive Strategies for Managing and Preventing Out-OfControl Behavior
Jed Baker; Future Horizons; ISBN 1932565620

 Parent Tips: From Total Meltdowns to Mild Non-compliance: It’s All a Challenge!
http://autismchaostocalm.com/aba-and-science/569/
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